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The impact of location on contribution schedule lot entitlements 
 
 
Should the owner of a penthouse unit pay more in body corporate levies than the 
ground floor unit owner?  A decision of the Queensland Court of Appeal 
(McPherson JA, Chesterman and Atkinson JJ) will be of great interest to those 
seeking to challenge contribution schedule lot entitlements imposed under the 
Body Corporate and Community Management Act 1997 (Qld) (‘the Act’).  The 
decision is Fischer v Body Corporate for Centrepoint Community Title Scheme 
7779 [2004] QCA 214. 
 
The applicants were owners of lots in an apartment building in Brisbane which 
consisted of two towers housing some 51 apartments.  Apartments varied from 1 
to 3 bedrooms and varied in size from 81 to 241 square metres.  The application 
was for an order varying the contribution entitlement schedule of the body 
corporate.  This schedule is the basis for calculating the respective contributions 
of the lot owners for amounts levied by the body corporate for maintenance 
costs.  Section 48(5) of the Act provides that for the contribution schedule, the 
respective lot entitlements should be equal, except to the extent to which it is just 
and equitable in the circumstances for them not to be equal.  In determining an 
application for the adjustment of a lot entitlement, the Court is entitled to have 
regard to how the community titles scheme is structured; the nature, features and 
characteristics of the lots included in the scheme and the purposes for which the 




At first instance, in the District Court, expert evidence was adduced of the means 
by which body corporate maintenance costs might be allocated between 
individual lot owners.  Both experts adopted the same methodology.  The 
exercise undertaken, and the basis for the opinions as to the proper allocation of 
lot entitlements, did not go beyond identifying and classifying the extent to which 
different lots placed greater financial burden on the body corporate than other 
lots.  However, the learned District Court judge thought that this approach was 
too narrow.  His Honour considered that a determination of lot entitlements could 
be based on other factors.  In part His Honour said: 
 
“[E]ven though [the experts] used the size of a lot and the number of bedrooms in 
the lot, no weight appears to have been given … to the location of a particular lot. 
In my opinion the nature, features and characteristics of a lot which is one of the 
matters the Court may have regard to when deciding just and equitable 
circumstances is wide enough to include the location of a lot. … [T]here are two 
aspects … These two aspects are the position of the lot in the building as in what 
level the lot is on and secondly the aspect that might be enjoyed by that 
particular lot. … [B]y definition [the experts] have approached their task by 
considering the money required to fund the Body corporate’s expenses and have 
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sought to determine the costs incurred because of a particular lot. … I do not 
accept the Act demands the application of the user pays approach particularly 
when the application of size of the lot and number of bedrooms in the lot 
produces little by way of differentiation between the lots.  That is I do not accept 
the approach taken by [the experts] gives any weight to the location of a 
particular lot … having regard to both aspects of location …” 
 
Court of Appeal 
 
The point in issue for the Court of Appeal was a narrow one.  It was whether in 
determining an application for the adjustment of a contribution lot entitlement 
schedule and, in particular, in determining the extent to which it is just and 
equitable that respective lot entitlements not be equal, the enquiry is at large or 
whether it is limited to matters which show how lots differently effect the cost of 
running and maintaining a community title scheme.  The learned trial judge took 
the first view and thought it appropriate to consider the application by reference 
to the affect of the change on the value and amenity of the lots.  The trial judge 
did so because of the terms of s 49(4), which provide that the court may have 
regard to the structure of the community titles scheme and the nature, features 
and characteristics of the lots in the scheme.  The trial judge took the view, not 
unnaturally, that amenity and location were features or characteristics of lots. 
 
For the applicants it was submitted that in making an adjustment of a lot 
entitlement schedule the court must pay regard only to the origin and allocation 
of body corporate expenditure.  Chesterman J (with whom McPherson JA and 
Atkinson J agreed) accepted this submission: 
 
“Although the Act gives no clear indication one way or the other, the preferable 
view is that a contribution schedule should provide for equal contributions by 
apartment owners, except insofar as some apartments can be shown to give rise 
to particular costs to the body corporate which other apartments do not.  That 
question, whether a schedule should be adjusted, is to be answered with regard 
to the demand made on the services and amenities provided by a body corporate 
to the respective apartments, or their contribution to the costs incurred by the 
body corporate.  More general considerations of amenity, value or history are to 
be disregarded.  What is at issue is the ‘equitable’ distribution of the costs.” [26] 
 
Three separate reasons were provided for this conclusion. 
 
First, reference was made to the terms of the Explanatory Notes which 
accompanied an amendment to the Act in 2003 and the content of the Second 
Reading Speech when the relevant Bill was introduced.  The Explanatory Notes 
provided the following example: 
 
“In a basic scheme, if all the lots are residential lots ranging in size from a small 
lot to a penthouse, the contribution schedule lot entitlements generally would be 
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equal.  However, the contribution schedule may be different if the penthouse has 
its own swimming pool and private lift.  The contribution schedule should 
recognise this type of difference.  The other lots in the scheme despite being of 
differing size or aspect would be expected to have equal contribution schedule lot 
entitlements.” [28] (emphasis added by the writer) 
 
Further, in the Second Reading Speech it was said these costs should be borne 
in proportion to the benefit, not in proportion to the unit’s value.  It was not a 
contribution linked to an ability to pay, but a payment for services. 
 
Secondly, the nature of a contribution lot entitlement schedule itself suggested 
that the allocation of lot entitlements was to be made on the basis of the impact 
that individual lots made upon the costs of operating and running a community 
titles scheme.  The focus of the inquiry was the extent to which a lot unequally 
caused costs to the body corporate. 
 
The third reason given will be of great interest to legal advisers and is set out in 
full: 
 
“… if this principle not be the applicable one then there is no basis on which 
applications for adjustment of a contribution lot entitlement schedules can 
consistently be made.  As the evidence in this application shows, if the inquiry is 
limited to the extent to which an apartment creates costs, or consumes services, 
above or below the average, one can readily determine what the contribution lot 
entitlement should be.  The high degree of similarity in the reports of [the experts] 
demonstrates this.  If the inquiry be wider and include such nebulous criteria as 
the structure of the scheme, or the nature, features and characteristics of the 
apartments in the scheme, and the purposes for which they are used, there is no 
intelligible basis on which there could be a consistent and coherent determination 
of applications for adjustment of lot entitlements.  Each case would be 
determined idiosyncratically and a vast variety of circumstances might be relied 
upon to depart from, and therefore erode, the principle said to be paramount, that 
there should be an equality of entitlements.” [32] 
 
For these reasons, in construing s 49(4) of the Act a court should only have 
regard to the listed factors of how the community titles scheme is structured; the 
nature, features and characteristics of the lots included in the scheme and the 
purposes for which the lots are used to the extent, if any, that they affect the cost 




This decision has already garnered considerable attention in the Queensland 
media and will no doubt continue to generate debate.  Although the catch cry of 
real estate spruikers may be ‘location, location, location’, when it comes to 
determining, and potentially adjusting, contribution schedule lot entitlements a 
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lot’s location (the level it is on and the aspect it may enjoy) is unlikely to be 
critical. 
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